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capabilities to enhance
collaboration, social tools and apps
to manage the brand, gamification
to increase engagement, and
automation to enrich business value.
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Multi-national organizations face

INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS
FOR HR

Enterprise People Analytics

Enterprise Talent Reporting

Big Data

Data Discovery

Embedded Analytics

Enterprise Mobility

Mobile Analytics

Mobile Productivity

Mobile Identity, Security,
and Communications

External Apps

shifting legal and regulatory
Mobile Telemetry and IoT

environments. Whether these relate
to international trade rules,

DEPARTMENTAL
ANALYTICS AND MOBILITY

immigration, compliance, data
privacy regulations such as GDPR, or

As employers seek new ways to

HR Operations

motivate and reward a global and
dynamic workforce, they need a full
range of powerful tools and apps
that improve the employee

Talent Acquisition

Total Rewards

Talent Management

Learning and Development

financial reporting requirements, a

Field Teams

modern HR organization is
challenged to anticipate and quickly

LEADERS AND MANAGERS

HR BUSINESS PARTNERS

HR DATA SCIENTISTS

DEVELOPERS

Gain insights into workforce capabilities and roles while ensuring a
single version of the truth.

Leverage data analyses to power talent strategies across every department.

Build and publish reports and develop models that generate
actionable insight.

Inject, extend, and embed intelligence into custom and third-party HR apps.

react to changing statutes and laws
that affect the workforce.

experience, integrate with existing
investments, and support practices
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based on talent science.
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ENSURING A
COMPETITIVE BRAND

Environment

Analytics

Intelligence Operation

Design, implement, and optimize the
development, UAT, and production
environments. Ongoing optimization of
environment readiness, hosting, hardware
capacity, deployment, and development.

Create, maintain, and optimize your federated
data layer. Establish, maintain, and evolve
schema design, data warehouse modeling,
cubes, caches, VLDB settings, in-memory
analytics, performance, and data integrity.

Build, deploy, and manage your development
lifecycle to quickly promote applications to
production. Focused on data governance,
object change management, object
migration, and system synchronization.

Platform

Application

Administration

Architect, build, and configure your
intelligent enterprise platform. Ongoing
optimization of system architecture,
upgrades, configuration, performance,
scalability, and stability.

Design and build applications for enterprise
constituents. Establish a foundation of
reusable application objects for departmental
analysts. Publish standardization rules for user
experience, branding, and ad-hoc analysis.

Monitor, support, and maintain your
Intelligence Architecture. Focused on system
management, monitoring, and administrative
task automation. Plan and execute upgrades
to maximize performance and utilization.

Intelligence Center

Mobile

Security

Identify, empower, and manage your
Intelligence Center team. Establish and
manage team structure, roles, responsibilities,
personnel gaps, and employee development.

Build and deploy mobile applications
which extend analytics and actionable
insight to mobile devices. Ongoing
optimization of mobile architecture, app
design, security, and configuration.

Govern and protect all applications and
enterprise assets. Manage security and
personalization using privileges, groups,
permissions, badges, SSO, VPN, and EMM.

Digital Identity

Embedded Analytics

Database Management and ETL

Connect, integrate, and secure your
enterprise logical and physical assets. Enable
enterprise-wide digital authentication,
communication, and telemetry by enabling
IoT for the enterprise.

Inject, embed, and extend analytics into
third-party software, custom mobile apps,
and portals to dramatically increase adoption.
Maintain and optimize customizations, track
utilization, and constantly expand footprint
to reach all constituents.

Build, review, and optimize your data
sources and ETL scripts and processes.
Focused on data source optimization, data
accuracy, query performance, ETL source to
target mappings, and scripts.
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Intelligence Director

Backup
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Enterprise

Application Architect

Analytics Architect

Mobile Architect

Digital Identity Architect

Create, share, and maintain
intelligence applications for the
enterprise. Publish standardized
application objects, and promote
departmental applications
from self-service into the
enterprise environment.

Create, publish, and optimize a
federated data layer as the
enterprise’s single version of the
truth. Build and maintain the
schema objects and abstraction
layer on top of various, changing
enterprise assets.

Build, compile, deploy, and
maintain mobile environments
and applications. Optimize the
user experience when accessing
applications via mobile devices.
Integrate with preferred VPN,
SSO, and EMM protocols.

Build, compile, deploy, and maintain
digital identity applications,
integrated with enterprise directories.
Digitally secure all existing and new
logical and physical assets. Integrate
authentication, communication, and
telemetry into other applications.

function. Strategic HR functions no
longer exclusively focus on
administrative personnel task.
Technology allows companies to
focus on a more holistic employee
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Embedded Analytics Architect

Database Architect

Platform Administrator
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Inject, extend, and embed
analytics into portals, third-party,
mobile, and white-labeled
applications. Publish web services
and data services for use by
developers in building
departmental applications.

Design and maintain database
enterprise assets. Optimize
database performance and
utilization based on query type,
usage patterns, and application
design requirements.

Install and configure the
Intelligence Architecture
on-premises and/or in the cloud.
Maintain the security layer,
monitor system usage, and
optimize architecture in order to
reduce errors, maximize uptime,
and boost performance.

Set up, maintain, monitor, and
continuously support the
infrastructure environment
through deployment on AWS,
Windows, or Linux. All while
optimizing performance and
controlling costs.

MAXIMIZING
WORKFORCE EFFICIENCY
HR Analytics can be employed to
aggregate and analyze data from
disparate systems: HRIS, financial

SECURITY
Capabilities that enable the development of
personalized and secured applications incorporating
multi-factor, multi-layer authentication.

Library

APPLICATION
Containers of actionable intelligence, packaged and
published to the enterprise and departments.

Dossier

DATA
Federated, certified collections of data published to
enterprise architects and departmental analysts, data
scientists, and developers.

Data
Dictionary

Data Lineage

Datasets

Cubes

Data Marts

SCHEMA
Reusable objects, captured in business terms, that map
enterprise assets and abstract complexities of the
underlying data to allow rapid development.
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APPLICATION SERVICES
A suite of enterprise-caliber add-on services
available for architects to quickly and easily
integrate into any application.
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Empowers every employee, partner,

INTELLIGENCE
customized HR
applications that maximize
PLATFORM
customer, and constituent with highly

pace of business.

management effectiveness, and
organizational success.
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sales, revenue management,
customer satisfaction, and social
media. A detailed understanding of
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SINGLE VERSION
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the value of information and accelerate the

experience, increased

Facebook

PLATFORM SERVICES
Critical capabilities to deploy analytics and mobility
applications with high performance and scalability on
top of enterprise assets.
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anticipate people trends that impact
long-term success.
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performance factors allow it to better
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ENTERPRISE ASSETS
Big
Data

an organization’s health and
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SuccessFactor

Analytics & Mobility

Financial
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ORGANIZATION

Deliver, enable, and support departmental
decision making. Focused on analyst
reporting, self-service, and data discovery.

advanced capabilities that are
organizations view the HR
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User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

market with novel automation and
causing a paradigm shift in how
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Monitor

Departmental and Ad-hoc

Departmental Intelligence

New vendors are flooding the

Create Intelligence environments by
deploying the Intelligence Architecture,
supervising the Intelligence Center and
running Intelligence Programs to support
enterprise and departmental analytics and
mobility applications for all constituents.
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Map of the
Intelligent
Enterprise

TM

for the CHRO

TM

The Intelligent Enterprise is the ultimate data-driven organization.
It anticipates constantly evolving regulatory, technological, market,
and competitive challenges and turns them into opportunity and
profit. It delivers a single version of the truth and agility. Scalability
and speed. AI and data discovery. Enterprise analytics and mobility.
It connects to any data and distributes reports to thousands. An
Intelligent Enterprise goes beyond business intelligence, delivering
transformative insight to every user, constituent, and partner.
Becoming an Intelligent Enterprise is a journey, but you can get up
and running faster than you think. Let’s get started.
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EVALUATE

CATALOG

Assess how external forces impact your organization

Categorize your enterprise assets and identify

and incorporate them into your enterprise

constituents who would benefit from access to

strategy and roadmap.

information and enterprise systems.
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EMPOWER

PLOT A COURSE

Arm individuals and teams with powerful tools to explore data

Map out the people, processes, and architecture

on their terms, while establishing a foundation for a

required to build an Intelligent Enterprise and

single version of the truth across the enterprise.

launch your journey.

